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Legal Affairs Committee Chair, Hon State Secretary, Members of the European 
Parliament, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen,

The World Blind Union and its colleagues in the European Blind Union would like to 
thank the Swedish Presidency and the Legal Affairs Committee for inviting us to 
participate in this Copyright workshop aimed at IMPROVING ACCESS TO WORKS 
FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS.

Access to information is our top strategic priority and I am confident that today will 
make an important contribution towards achieving our desired solution.

I am a frustrated person. But why? Because along with my 314 million brothers 
and sisters around the world who are also visually impaired, I am a reader who 
just wants to walk down the High Street to find a book stall or a library to buy or 
borrow the latest best seller that all my friends and family have read and are 
talking about. But we need a copy of the book which has been either produced in 
large print, or audio or in braille according to the severity of our visual impairment. 
But the books we want to read are largely not there. In Europe only about 5 % of 
all published works are available in such formats - and in the developing countries 
it can be as little as 1 %.

So why are publishers ignoring this reading community numbering 314 million 
worldwide who need accessible format books? I believe that is because publishers 
have traditionally stereotyped us and ghettoed us into a silo marked 'difficult 
customers who are more expensive to serve'. This is, I think, because historically 
accessible formats have always been retro-published and not built in as part of the 
original publishing process. If only publishers would take off their blinkers and use 
joined up market thinking they would now realise that audio books and large print 
are not only wanted by blind and partially sighted readers but also by a very 
sizeable retirement sector with its growing number of older people who are not 
officially disabled but who favour audio books and large print to avoid eye strain. 

To make a really big impact on the "book famine", the World Blind Union would like 
publishers to publish far more accessible titles themselves. Visually impaired and 
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other print disabled readers don't want to be the object of charity! We want to use 
libraries and bookshops like everyone else and consequently contribute to the 
economic success of the creators. 

WBU believes that a combination of measures is needed.  Firstly, we recognise that 
the Rights Holders have the first right of publishing a work in accessible formats. 
Towards that end we are working with the Rights Holders in a project called 
‘Enabling Technologies’ which aims to encourage the development of publishing 
software which has accessibility features built into the front end as an option.

But in the continuing absence of commercially available accessible formats from 
the publishers, visually impaired organisations should have the alternative right to 
produce accessible books for themselves. Research carried out by WBU shows that 
95 % of all accessible books currently available have been produced not by the 
publishers but by the visually impaired organisations themselves at their own 
expense - using Copyright Exceptions.

My friend Francisco, who will be speaking next, is from the Spanish National 
Organisation of the Blind, ONCE, and they have 100,000 titles in accessible 
formats. ONCE's partners in Argentina Tiflo Libros have a further 60,000 accessible 
titles.  Both organisations have a passionate desire to share their collections with 
visually impaired readers across the 19 Spanish speaking countries in Latin 
America but Copyright law with its national jurisdiction forbids this. Copyright law 
expects, for example, Nicaragua, Paraguay and Panama all to produce an identical 
but duplicate accessible edition of each book at a cost of approx 5,000 Euros for 
each edition instead of allowing cross-border sharing of the ONCE or Tiflo Libros 
accessible edition which could be put in the hands of a visually impaired 
Panamanian for just a few Euros each. Visually impaired readers across France, 
Luxemburg, Belgium, Switzerland and Canada should likewise be allowed to share 
their accessible collections amongst themselves and with the book starved visually 
impaired readers across Francophone Africa. One recent best selling English 
children's book had to be produced in five braille editions and eight audio editions 
globally instead of the UK edition being allowed to be shared around the visually 
impaired English speaking world.

If organisations making accessible format books could pool their scant resources, 
such duplication could be avoided and the resources saved could be used to 
produce many more accessible books when the Rights Holders had first turned 
down their option to publish. 

I am often told that legislation is not the answer, or is premature, and that the 
book famine can be ended entirely by market forces and without norms. WBU does 
not agree. We believe that social justification and common sense suggests that a 
way round the restrictions imposed by national jurisdiction of copyright exceptions 
on the sharing of collections in the VI sector is certainly needed in the form of an 
international legal instrument. Indeed this was originally proposed a quarter of a 
century ago by Wanda Noel in her 1985 report for WIPO and UNESCO.  The treaty 
proposal now tabled by Brazil, Ecuador and Paraguay at WIPO's SCCR in May this 
year would provide this instrument. This proposal received widespread support 
from WIPO Member States around the world but the continuing opposition for the 
Treaty from the EU dismays us and  I would like to suggest that the European 
Parliament’s Legal Affairs Committee might examine the balance of support that EU 
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Members give between the legitimate Rights of the authors and publishers and the 
equally valid Rights of the print disabled community. 

We recognise that the challenge facing us all is complex, and this is why we 
promote the twin-track approach embracing both market forces and an 
international instrument as complementary initiatives towards the full solution.  My 
Briefing Note for this workshop elaborates in greater detail on these and other 
ways that we could end the book famine. 

In conclusion, let me summarize by saying the World Blind Union wants a vigorous 
publishing industry. We respect the legitimate rights of Authors and Publishers, and 
we understand their commercial imperative, but in turn we urge rights holders and 
governments to respect our rights as enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights 
of Persons with Disabilities, not just by making polite policy statements, but also 
by supporting the solutions we have proposed in good faith. 

We all have a role to play in improving access to works for visually impaired 
persons, and this afternoon I urge all Members of the European Parliament to take 
a lead and play that role. 
Together, and with a determined effort, we can, indeed we must, in the next few 
years turn 5 % accessible books into 10%, 20%, 50%, who knows, 100 % 
accessible books. The technology is there to do so. We just need the political will to 
match it, and to turn "right to read" from a slogan and an aspiration to a reality for 
314 million visually impaired and other print disabled readers around the world.
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